
To begin with I should probably explain that I have a physical disability called Arthrogryposis
[Amyoplasia] which I was born with. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthrogryposis  It effects
bone, joint and muscle formation and function. After I hit age 51 my body and joints deteriorated
rapidly.

Here is the motorhome as I purchased it in September of 2012. It is a 1994 Bounder with a rear
mounted Cummins diesel engine and Allison automatic transmission.

It took me a long time to find a motorhome with a diesel engine without air brakes. Where I live
in BC one must have an air brake certification on their driver's license to drive anything with air
brakes. To get the certification I'd need to be able to crawl around on the ground, something I'm
no longer capable of.

Some people who knew me in my younger skin would say whaaat?



I searched around and found a wheelchair lift at an auto wreckers which had the necessary 46
inches of lift from ground to floor at a bargain price of $500 and doors of equal value.

Here is the interior of the motorhome prior to gutting it to make room for wheelchair lift and
microscope table.



And after....

Moving the transmission shifter back 8 inches cost the same as the wheelchair lift

We had to install a 6way power base under the driver's seat $275.00.



The fabricator reinforced the frame under the floor with steel to support the wheelchair lift.

One last look before the major surgery;



And....

Here is the wheelchair mounted for preliminary testing



And the doors hung

Besides the items shown in the photos we have installed an adjustable bed. I bought it for $80
from Craigslist and my neighbor did a super job installing it for me for a great rate of $200.
It is now complete so far as the wheelchair lift installed and the automatic opening door system.
That portion came in at $7,500.00, including a custom window.

It is at the electrician's now getting all the wiring done for controlling the lift, doors and
secondary adaptations like wiper, headlight, battery booster and brights switches. These all
needed moving so I can reach them. He is also installing a new bank of batteries and a 3000 watt
inverter. That part of the job costs around $6,000.00 with parts. It would be nice to get solar
panels but we'll have to wait and see on that.

I still need to design and build a standing lift for the small door so I can get out to fuel up. I need
to get the ugly scars painted around the outside and put new paneling inside as well as new
flooring of some sort. It is looking like my $20,000.00 estimate is not that far off.

I'll update when I get new photos. Huge thank you to those of you who have donated.


